 Add a drop of the Golden ’C’ water to





flower, gem and other essences to
expand their energies and bring more
light to them. Or simply spray over the
container!
Soak crystals in the water to create gem
elixirs with more light. (Be sure to use
only gems, stones and crystals that are
have no poisonous elements.)
 Add to lotions, creams,
shampoos, conditioners and
other cosmetics for hydration
and creating a higher
frequency for your skin and
hair.
 Spray mist on rashes,
dry or burned skin for instant
relief.
 One
researcher found that
misting a room instantly
dissipated the heaviness
after arguments or
disagreements. The room
felt lighter, friendlier and
more loving. She also
reported that many people
misted their office space
to keep the "gloom & doom" of coworkers from bombarding their aura. It
worked so well, that even their co-workers
felt better.
Massage Therapists & Chiropractors have
reported feeling more energy at the end
of the day simply by putting a dish of the
water under the table, or misting
themselves in between clients.
 Water plants with a
dilution and watch them
thrive. Mist the leaves
occasionally to keep them
green and vital.
 There are reports that
gargling with a Golden ‘C’
dilution softens plaque on
teeth.

 A researcher found





that spraying the
mist on the skin
before and after a
shower reduced
chlorine intake
and dry, flaky
skin.
Spraying a bit of the mist in the mouth
quenches thirst and relieves throat from
over-speaking, hoarseness or any kind of
throat pain.
The mist freshens and clears bedding and
night clothing from
the nights dreams
and thought forms.
 Add to bath
water with or
without healing
essential oils for a
refreshing clearing
experience.
 Spray on piles of
clutter and on
yourself to encourage cleaning out old
internal patterns and excess stuff laying
around.

Golden ‘C’
Structured Lithium Water

1/2 fluid oz.
Research from:
Lithium and Lithium Stones by Haroldine
ABC's of Crystals by Elaine Finster

Golden ‘C’

Structured Lithium Water
CONTENTS: Pure water energized with the frequencies
of Golden ‘C’ Crystals from the original San Diego mine.
DIRECTIONS: Add 1 drop to 8-16 oz. distilled or other
purified water. Mix thoroughly.
KEEP REFIGERATED.
Made with Love and Intention by Anne Christine Tooley
www.luminanti.com
4402 Bradford Ridge Rd., Efland, NC 27243 USA
Phone: 919-563-1600 ~ Fax: 919-563-1522
Email: info@luminanti.com

Information
and
Instructions for Use

RESEARCH

GOLDEN 'C' Lithium
Structured Water is pure
water infused with the energies
of the Golden 'C' crystal, a
very special & extremely rare
stone mined near San Diego at
the turn of the 20th century.

 aligns and balances chakras and merdians
 balances and cleanses aura (mist over head and
let fall all around the body to the feet)

 acts as a negative ion generator; disease cannot
exist in the presence of negative ions

 clears stressful emotions and negative thought
Golden 'C' crystals are either pale violet or clear
with inclusions of tiny golden speaks and threads.
They are in the family of Spodumene, which
includes Kunzite, Hiddenite and Tryphane. While it
is classified as Kunzite when it is a pale violet
color, or Tryphane when it is in its colorless form, it
is actually quite different in its elemental makeup from all the other crystals in the family of
Spodumene.

ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS
First, there is much more lithium in this stone
than any other in the Spodumene family. To our
knowledge, it contains more lithium than any
other stone on the planet. It also contains the
rare signature secret element, gallium. Since
Golden ’C’ contains gallium in combination with a
high lithium content, as well as beryllium (the
family of high frequency crystals such as emeralds
& aquamarine), Golden 'C' emits a signature
one-of-a-kind healing energy.
Golden ‘C’ Crystal




lithium (35%)
beryllium (61%)
gallium (4%)

Twin Labs CoQ10





lithium (23%)
beryllium (65%)
gallium (2%)
calcium44 (10%)

forms

 clears all negative energy from crystals, food,
























Note: No physical lithium or any other mineral is contained
in GOLDEN 'C' Lithium Structured Water. Only the
energetic frequencies of the minerals within the Golden
’C’ stone are contained in the GOLDEN 'C' Lithium
Structured Water.





rooms, people, pets and whatever you want to
use it for
facilitates focus and clarity in work and play
eases stress
disperses anger
improves immune system
clears bed of nightmare energy and previous
energy of dreams
improves mental concentration
facilitates deeper meditations
hydrates and soothes skin
creates environment for visionary dreams
clears and protects from electromagnetic
pollution such as kitchen appliances, TV,
microwave emissions from ovens and the
environment, electrical clocks, stereos, high
electrical wire lines, etc.
promotes mental focus and physical vitality
neutralizes negative or hateful thought forms
deodorizes breath and underarms
deodorizes refrigerators
deodorizes air in rooms
relieves colds, flu, throat pain and hoarseness
relieves allergies
soothes irritated or burned skin
reduces pain when directly applied to area
clears body and aura during healing work
anchors shifts of healing session & continues the
clearing of all that has not been released
discharges "unwanted entities" and sends them
to the Light
assists in bringing more healing light into the
physical body and aura
pain relief
clutter buster (spray on clutter and self)

USES
Golden 'C' has the most lithium content of
any stone known at this time. It is the most
powerful lithium stone available today. The
GOLDEN 'C' Lithium Structured Water
created from this stone is equally as powerful
and has many versatile uses. There are two
ways of using Golden 'C' Lithium
Structured Water:
1. Add a drop to 8-16 oz. purified water
such as spring artesian, distilled or
reverse osmosis and take internally, or
add a drop to a cup of herbal tea or juice.
2. Add 1-2 drops to 8-16 oz. purified water
such as spring artesian, distilled or
reverse osmosis and use as a mist.

 Drinking water, juice or tea








with a drop of Golden 'C' water
clears your energy bodies from
the inside out.
It also has been shown to
improve the immune system.
Testing has indicated that it
helps to combat colds and flu symptoms as
well as giving relief to most allergies, aches
and pains.
Spray above your head and as the mist
descends you are immediately surrounded
with a golden aura of protection. According
to a researcher, "This
aligns your chakras, aura
and meridians. It also
balances the positive and
negative ions around the
body. The mist refreshes,
relaxes and dissipates
negativity while it builds up a positive force
field by bringing in more healing light.
Taken internally or misted over the body, it
is the perfect pick-me-up if one feels tired
or loses the ability to concentrate.
By spraying the mist over a client for whom
you have just performed a body rebalancing,
it seals the new body alignment and
adjustments.

